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associated activity, so that he feels its success as his succqgs,
its failure as his failure, is the completing step. As soon as he
is possessed by the emotional attitude of the group, he will
be alert to recognize the special ends at which it aims and the
means employed to secure success. His beliefs and ideas,~in
other words, will take a form similar to those of others in the
group. He will also achieve pretty much the same stock of
knowledge since that knowledge is an ingredient of his habit-
ual pursuits.
The importance of language hi gaining knowledge is doubt-
less the chief cause of the common notion that knowledge
may be passed directly from one to another. It almost seems
as if all we have to do to convey an idea into the mind of an-
other is to convey a sound into his ear. Thus imparting
knowledge gets assimilated to a purely physical process. But
learning from language will be found, when analyzed, to con-
firm the principle just laid down. It would probably be
admitted with little hesitation that a child gets the idea of,
say, a hat by using it as other persons do; by covering the
head with it, giving it to others to wear, having it put on by
others when going out, etc. But it may be asked how this
principle of shared activity applies to getting through speech
or reading the idea of, say, a Greek helmet, where no direct
use of any kind enters in, What shared activity is there in
learning from books about the discovery of America?
Since language tends to become the chief instrument of
learning about many things, let us see how it works. The
baby begins of course with mere sounds, noises, and tones
having no meaning, expressing, that is, no idea. Sounds
are just one kind of stimulus to direct response, some having a
soothing effect, others tending to make one jump, and so on.
The sound h-a-t would remain as meaningless as a sound in
Choctaw, a seemingly inarticulate grunt, if it were not ut-
tered in connection with an action which is participated in by
a number of people. When the mother is taking the infant

